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BINARIES IN STAR CLUSTERS

• binaries probe cluster dynamics 

• close binaries form an energy reservoir that supports the core 
against collapse 

• energy is released through dynamical encounters: formation, 
destruction, modification of  binaries 

• properties of  binary populations are best way to study these 
dynamical encounters on a stellar scale 

• X-ray studies of  star clusters 

• globular clusters (10+ Gyr), old open clusters (1-10 Gyr) 

• X-ray observations highlight the close binaries 

• study exotic systems that are rare in the field  

• uniform samples with accurate distance/age/composition
image credit: Aaron Geller

HST image of  NGC2808 (credit: STScI)
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CHANDRA OBSERVATIONS

47Tuc in X-rays (Heinke+ ’05)

quiescent low-mass  
X-ray binaries / qLMXBs  

(neutron stars; black holes?)

cataclysmic variables / CVs 
(accreting white dwarfs)

millisecond pulsars / 
MSPs

fast-spinning 
magnetically-active 

binaries / ABs

we need Chandra’s sensitivity and spatial resolution to 
detect the faintest classes of  X-ray emitting binaries
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OPTICAL/NEAR-UV IDENTIFICATION OF X-RAY SOURCES

X-ray sources have optical properties that set them apart from the other cluster stars: 
source classification based on broad- and narrow-band colors, X-ray/optical flux ratios

NGC6397, Cohn+ ‘1047Tuc, Rivera+ in prep.

filled symbols: 
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SOURCE CLASSIFICATION

adapted from Grindlay ‘06

Chandra view of  
core-collapsed 
globular cluster 

NGC6397

3.3 x 2 arcmin2
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SIGNATURES OF BINARY FORMATION

• bright LMXBs (Lx~1e36 erg/s or higher): ~100x overabundant in 
globular clusters compared to Galactic field when scaled by mass (Clark 
’75) 

• Chandra results on faint sources: 

• spatial distribution of  CVs in core-collapsed cluster NGC6397:  
optically bright/young CVs more centrally concentrated than optically faint/primordial 
CVs (Cohn+ ’10)                                                              

• number of  qLMXBs or CVs per unit mass scales with encounter 
frequency  
Pooley & Hut ’06, Verbunt ’07, Bassa+ ’08 

⟹ dynamical formation of  qLMXBs and CVs

Cohn+ 2010

faint CVs

bright CVsbright CVs

faint CVs

radial distance to cluster center
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source classification based on X-ray properties alone (Lx>4e30 erg/s)

 number of  Chandra qLMXBs and CVs per unit of  cluster mass (nx=Nx/M) can be modeled by a  
primordial (C) + dynamically-formed component (𝛾=𝝘/M, with 𝝘= encounter rate): 

mass-specific encounter rate 𝛾 Pooley & Hut ‘06
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nx = C + A * 𝛾𝛼nx = C + A * 𝛾𝛼

SIGNATURES OF BINARY FORMATION
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SIGNATURES OF BINARY DESTRUCTION

• soft/hard binaries: weakly/strongly bound compared to kinetic 
energy of  typical cluster star 
soft binaries are “easy” to destroy by dynamical encounters 

• optical studies point at an overall low binary fraction for (massive) 
globular clusters 
e.g. Milone+ ’12, massive clusters are brighter (lower Mv) 

• in the young (15-30 Myr) LMC cluster NGC1818 the binary 
frequency drops towards the core 
soft binaries are destroyed in the core, and mass segregation has not had time 
yet to bring (massive) binaries to the core (Li+ ’12, de Grijs+ ’13, Geller+ ’13) 

• these studies provide no direct information on the orbital-period 
distribution, but we can use Chandra to study the hard binaries

Geller+ ‘13

Geller+ ‘13
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SIGNATURES OF BINARY DESTRUCTION

• ROSAT: ratio of  total X-ray luminosity Lx and cluster mass M (Lx/M) 
in most globular clusters is lower than in old open cluster M67 
(bright LMXBs not included) 

⟹ close/hard binaries relatively under-abundant in globulars? 

• what is the composition of  these X-ray populations?   

• need Chandra to probe deeper and classify individual sources, 
which could not be resolved by ROSAT

F. Verbunt: A census with ROSAT of low-luminosity X-ray sources in globular clusters 157

Fig. 7. 0.5–2.5 keV luminosity-
to-mass ratio of globular clusters
as a function of the ratio of the
tidal and core radii of the clus-
ter. Collapsed clusters are located
at log rt/rc = 2.5. Left: the ratio
for the total mass of the cluster,
right: the ratio for the core mass
only. To convert ROSAT coun-
trate to 0.5–2.5 keV luminosity an
0.9 keV bremsstrahlung spectrum
has been assumed. For compar-
ison, the horizontal dashed line
gives the luminosity to mass ratio
for the old galactic cluster M67

because the sources in them are more luminous or be-
cause they contain more sources cannot be determined
on the basis of the ROSAT data. It is true that two of
the three collapsed clusters (shown at log rt/rc = 2.5 in
Fig. 7), viz. NGC6397 and NGC6752, are known to har-
bour at least four sources each in their cores (Verbunt &
Johnston 2000); whereas the PSPC observations obtained
of the third one, NGC7099, cannot resolve its small core.
On the other hand, in cluster cores that are large enough
to be completely resolved by ROSAT, as is the case in
ω Cen, faint sources are not detected individually, and for
these clusters the total core luminosity is underestimated.

Acknowledgements. I thank Lucien Kuiper for help in making
Fig. 4d. This research is based on X-ray data from the ROSAT
Data Archive of the Max Planck Institute für extraterrestrische
Physik at Garching, and made extensive use of the SIMBAD
database operated at Centre de Données astronomiques in
Strasbourg. Indeed, without these data bases the research de-
scribed in this paper would have been impossible.

Appendix A: Expected X-ray flux for
main-sequence stars, and field stars detected
in ROSAT observations of globular cluster

To get an impression of the X-ray fluxes that can be
expected for main-sequence stars, I use data from the
ROSAT All Sky Survey for nearby stars, as published by
Hünsch et al. (1999). In many cases (in particular for vi-
sual binaries) the X-ray flux cannot be assigned uniquely
to an optical counterpart, and Hünsch et al. (1999) list
several possibilities. From their Table I select only unique
identifications, which have a measured value for colour
B − V and distance, and remove those with spectral lu-
minosity classes III or IV, or with absolute magnitude
MV < 1. This leaves mainly nearby main-sequence stars.
From the observed visual magnitude V , the ROSAT PSPC

countrate CTR (cts s−1), and the distance d (pc) I com-
pute the absolute magnitude MV and an absolute ROSAT
countrate CTR d2, neglecting interstellar absorption. The
Hertzprung Russell diagram of the stars thus selected, and
a graph showing the absolute ROSAT countrate as a func-
tion of absolute visual magnitude are shown in Fig. A.1.
An approximate X-ray luminosity scale is also indicated,
based on a conversion of 1 cts s−1 to 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1.
(Note that Hünsch et al. use a countrate to flux conver-
sion factor which depends on the ratio of PSPC counts
above and below 1keV, which implies that the X-ray lu-
minosities derived by these authors may differ somewhat
from those according to Fig. A.1.) The Hertzprung Russell
diagram shows that only a few stars not on the main
sequence passed the selection procedure; and the lower
graph that the range of X-ray luminosity (in the ROSAT
band) for each spectral type spans several orders of mag-
nitude. Closer inspection of the table in Hünsch et al.
(1999) shows that most of the stars in the ridge that forms
the higher envelope of the distribution, i.e. near the locus
log(CTRd2) = 0.25(17 − MV ), are emission line objects,
as indicated by an “e” in the spectral type. Figure A.1
may be compared with figures in which the ratio of op-
tical to X-ray flux for main-sequence stars is given (e.g.
Hempelmann et al. 1995), but contains more information
thanks to its use of the known distances.

For a suggested stellar counterpart to a ROSAT source
in one of the images discussed in this paper, I use spec-
tral type and distance whenever known, as derived from
information available in SIMBAD. When these quantities
are not known, I derive an estimated spectral type from
the observed B − V by assuming that reddening may be
neglected, and that the star is on the main sequence; and
then estimate a distance by comparing the absolute mag-
nitude for a star of that spectral type with the observed
magnitude. For this I use colours and absolute magni-
tudes of main sequence stars from Tables 3–2 and 3–3

Verbunt ‘01

bright LMXBs not included

M67 (dashed line)
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CHANDRA SURVEY OF OLD OPEN CLUSTERS

• survey of  old open clusters, down to at least Lx~1e30 erg/s 

• old open clusters allow detailed comparisons of  CV and AB 
populations in lower-density environments than globular 
clusters

cluster age (Gyr)
NGC6253 3.5
M67 4
Cr 261 7
NGC188 7
NGC6791 8
Berkeley 17 9

1

vdBerg+ ’04, vdBerg+ ’13, Vats+’14, Vats+ in prep 

•

M67

NGC188

NGC6791
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CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES

• CVs in old open clusters likely primordial 
• small sample: 5 spectroscopically confirmed CVs, more candidates 

• CV density in open clusters similar to field density: ~10-5 pc-3 ⟹ 
primordial population 

• CVs in globular clusters are under-abundant despite scaling of  
their numbers with encounter frequency: 
• 47Tuc is ~250x more massive than NGC6791, but has at most 30x more 

CVs 
• NGC6397 is ~50x more massive than NGC6791, has ~3x more CVs 
• CV progenitors are destroyed? (Davies ’97, Ivanova+ ’06)

vdBerg+ 2013

CVs in open cluster NGC6791
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filled symbols: detections 
open symbols: upper limits

ACTIVE BINARIES

• faintest of  the 4 main X-ray source classes 
• X-rays are the result of  rotationally powered magnetic activity, which 

requires tidal coupling ⟹ ABs have orbital periods up to the tidal 
synchronization time scale (~10-15 days for main-sequence stars, 
depends on cluster age)  

• ABs in old open clusters: 
• dominate integrated X-ray luminosity 
• Lx scales with orbital period Porb, as expected 
• “anomalous” ABs: wide periods (up to 5 yrs), at least one star in the 

binary is not on the main sequence or giant branch 
• their numbers do not show a clear correlation with current cluster mass

vdBerg+ ‘04

ABs in M67
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ACTIVE BINARIES

• ABs (with Lx~1e30erg/s or higher) in globular clusters are 
under-abundant 
• 80+ globular clusters have been studied by Chandra, but for only ~5 

the sensitivity is Lx~1e30 erg/s or better 
• 47Tuc is ~1000x more massive than M67, but has at most ~15x  

more ABs 
• NGC6397 is ~250x more massive than M67, has ~4x more ABs 

• overabundance of  qLMXBs and MSPS does not make up for 
lack of  ABs and CVs:  
• Lx/M about ~10x smaller for globular clusters 47Tuc, NGC6397 

compared to open clusters M67, NGC6791

Chandra detection limits

Lx histogram of  ABs
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HOW TO INTERPRET THE LACK OF ABS AND CVS?

• Several factors 

• old open clusters have lost more mass relatively (“evaporation”) 
• cluster relaxation time scale scales with cluster mass 
• effect likely not enough to explain the factor of  ~100 difference in number of  ABs 

• destruction of  hard binaries through various channels 
• collisions that break up the binary 
• collision-induced binary mergers 

• metallicity effect on Lx: Lx goes down with metallicity, not well studied (Ottman+ ’97) 
• globular clusters more metal-poor than open clusters 

• CVs not as under-abundant as ABs, perhaps due to dynamical formation channel for CVs 
• see results by Pooley & Hut ’06)
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CONCLUSIONS

• Chandra sees individual faint X-ray sources in the cores of  the densest clusters 
• binary source classes span a range in orbital periods, but all hard binaries 
• signatures of  binary formation in globular clusters for qLMXBs and CVs 
• signatures of  binary destruction in globular clusters for CVs and ABs 
• Chandra observations can constrain the period distribution of  cluster binary populations 

• Excluding bright LMXBs, globular clusters are under-luminous in X-rays (lower Lx/M) compared to old open 
clusters 

• Upcoming work:  
• more Chandra observations of  old open clusters (Vats, vdB+, in prep) 
• HST Large Program on nearest globular cluster M4 (PI: Bedin) to study period distribution of  binaries:  

• look for wobbles of  binaries with compact companions with periods 1 month - 10 years (Bedin+ 2013) 
• deep Chandra data of  M4 (PI: Pooley) constrain the population of  hardest binaries 

• comparison of  observations with models to better understand the formation versus destruction channels


